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HPC BEYOND MOORE’S LAW

CPUs and GPUs becoming wider 

increase in flops is driven by more cores  

also applies for CPUs (Server to mobile) 

need sufficient amount of parallelism to fill 
architectures 

going wide
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HPC BEYOND MOORE’S LAW

CPUs and GPUs becoming wider 

increase in flops is driven by more 
cores  

need sufficient amount of parallelism to 
fill architectures 
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AGENDA

Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics 

Classic Conjugate Gradient Solver 

Block Krylov solvers 

Efficient implementation 

Time to solution improvements in the wild
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LATTICE QCD: SOME BASICS 

QCD partition function 
4 dimensional grid (=Lattice) 

quarks live on lattice sites 
gluons live on the links 

typical sizes: 243 x 6 to 2564 

parallelization over lattice sites  
(105 to 109) 

Formulating Lattice QCD

• Quark fields live on the lattice sites

• “spinors”

• 12 complex numbers

• Gluon fields live on the links

• SU(3) “Color matrices”

• 18 complex numbers

Friday, 11 March 2011

ZQCD (T, µ) =

Z
DAD�̄D�e�SE(T,µ)

includes integral over space and time
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QUDA - LATTICE QCD ON GPUS
http://lattice.github.com/quda

This repository Pull requests Issues Gist

QUDA is a library for performing calculations in lattice QCD on GPUs. http://lattice.github.com/quda — Edit

include In ColorSpinorParam, if staggered fermions then set field dimension t… 11 days ago

lib Correctly set volumeCB for parity subset references - need to check p… a day ago

tests Requesting --test 1 with staggered_dslash_test now tests MdagM operator 11 days ago

.gitignore Updates to .gitignore and renamed multigrid_benchmark to multigrid_be… 3 months ago

CMakeLists.txt added some comments to CMakeLists.txt 3 months ago

LICENSE updated release dates 6 months ago

Makefile Merged develop branch into feature/deflation branch a year ago

NEWS updated release dates 6 months ago

README Updated README to document profiler. Profile output filename can now … 6 months ago

configure Added --enable-magma-vars option. If both --enable-magma and --enable… 6 months ago

configure.ac Added --enable-magma-vars option. If both --enable-magma and --enable… 6 months ago

configure.chroma.titan Updated configure files for MILC and Chroma on Titan. 3 years ago

configure.milc.titan Updated and fixed bugs in example configure script for MILC 3 years ago

configure.tifr1 Added example configure for building TIFR support with GPU_COMMS. 3 years ago

make.inc.in Merge branch 'develop' of github.com:lattice/quda into feature/peer_t… 4 months ago

45 2936 Watch  Unstar  Forklattice / quda

 Code  Issues 107  Pull requests 2  Wiki  Pulse  Graphs  Settings

 4,621 commits  49 branches  19 releases  16 contributors

Clone or downloadClone or download  Create new file Upload files Find file develop Branch: New pull request

Latest commit f3e2aa7 a day ago mathiaswagner committed on GitHub Merge pull request #487 from lattice/hotfix/checkerboard-reference …

 README

Release	Notes	for	QUDA	v0.8.0																									1st	February	2016
-----------------------------

Overview:

QUDA	is	a	library	for	performing	calculations	in	lattice	QCD	on
graphics	processing	units	(GPUs),	leveraging	NVIDIA's	CUDA	platform.
The	current	release	includes	optimized	Dirac	operators	and	solvers	for
the	following	fermion	actions:

*	Wilson
*	Clover-improved	Wilson
*	Twisted	mass	(including	non-degenerate	pairs)
*	Twisted	mass	with	a	clover	term
*	Staggered	fermions
*	Improved	staggered	(asqtad	or	HISQ)
*	Domain	wall	(4-d	or	5-d	preconditioned)
*	Mobius	fermion

Implementations	of	CG,	multi-shift	CG,	BiCGstab,	and	DD-preconditioned
GCR	are	provided,	including	robust	mixed-precision	variants	supporting
combinations	of	double,	single,	and	half	(16-bit	"block	floating
point")	precision.		The	library	also	includes	auxilliary	routines
necessary	for	Hybrid	Monte	Carlo,	such	as	HISQ	link	fattening,	force
terms	and	clover-field	construction.		Use	of	many	GPUs	in	parallel	is
supported	throughout,	with	communication	handled	by	QMP	or	MPI.

http://lattice.github.com/quda
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CONJUGATE GRADIENT
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STAGGERED FERMION MATRIX (DSLASH)

Krylov space solve of fermion matrix dominates runtime
within inversion application of sparse Matrix (Dslash) dominates (>80%)
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Mapping the Wilson-Clover operator to CUDA

• Each thread must

• Load the neighboring spinor (24 numbers x8)

• Load the color matrix connecting the sites (18 numbers x8)

• Load the clover matrix (72 numbers)

• Save the result (24 numbers)

• Arithmetic intensity

• 3696 floating point operations per site

• 2976 bytes per site (single precision)

• 1.24 naive arithmetic intensity                                       

review basic details of the LQCD application and of NVIDIA
GPU hardware. We then briefly consider some related work
in Section IV before turning to a general description of the
QUDA library in Section V. Our parallelization of the quark
interaction matrix is described in VI, and we present and
discuss our performance data for the parallelized solver in
Section VII. We finish with conclusions and a discussion of
future work in Section VIII.

II. LATTICE QCD
The necessity for a lattice discretized formulation of QCD

arises due to the failure of perturbative approaches commonly
used for calculations in other quantum field theories, such as
electrodynamics. Quarks, the fundamental particles that are at
the heart of QCD, are described by the Dirac operator acting
in the presence of a local SU(3) symmetry. On the lattice,
the Dirac operator becomes a large sparse matrix, M , and the
calculation of quark physics is essentially reduced to many
solutions to systems of linear equations given by

Mx = b. (1)

The form of M on which we focus in this work is the
Sheikholeslami-Wohlert [6] (colloquially known as Wilson-
clover) form, which is a central difference discretization of the
Dirac operator. When acting in a vector space that is the tensor
product of a 4-dimensional discretized Euclidean spacetime,
spin space, and color space it is given by

Mx,x0 = �1
2

4⇤

µ=1

�
P�µ ⇤ Uµ

x �x+µ̂,x0 + P+µ ⇤ Uµ†
x�µ̂ �x�µ̂,x0

⇥

+ (4 + m + Ax)�x,x0

⌅ �1
2
Dx,x0 + (4 + m + Ax)�x,x0 . (2)

Here �x,y is the Kronecker delta; P±µ are 4 ⇥ 4 matrix
projectors in spin space; U is the QCD gauge field which
is a field of special unitary 3⇥ 3 (i.e., SU(3)) matrices acting
in color space that live between the spacetime sites (and hence
are referred to as link matrices); Ax is the 12⇥12 clover matrix
field acting in both spin and color space,1 corresponding to
a first order discretization correction; and m is the quark
mass parameter. The indices x and x⇥ are spacetime indices
(the spin and color indices have been suppressed for brevity).
This matrix acts on a vector consisting of a complex-valued
12-component color-spinor (or just spinor) for each point in
spacetime. We refer to the complete lattice vector as a spinor
field.

Since M is a large sparse matrix, an iterative Krylov
solver is typically used to obtain solutions to (1), requiring
many repeated evaluations of the sparse matrix-vector product.
The matrix is non-Hermitian, so either Conjugate Gradients
[7] on the normal equations (CGNE or CGNR) is used, or
more commonly, the system is solved directly using a non-
symmetric method, e.g., BiCGstab [8]. Even-odd (also known

1Each clover matrix has a Hermitian block diagonal, anti-Hermitian block
off-diagonal structure, and can be fully described by 72 real numbers.

Fig. 1. The nearest neighbor stencil part of the lattice Dirac operator D,
as defined in (2), in the µ� � plane. The color-spinor fields are located on
the sites. The SU(3) color matrices Uµ

x are associated with the links. The
nearest neighbor nature of the stencil suggests a natural even-odd (red-black)
coloring for the sites.

as red-black) preconditioning is used to accelerate the solution
finding process, where the nearest neighbor property of the
Dx,x0 matrix (see Fig. 1) is exploited to solve the Schur com-
plement system [9]. This has no effect on the overall efficiency
since the fields are reordered such that all components of
a given parity are contiguous. The quark mass controls the
condition number of the matrix, and hence the convergence of
such iterative solvers. Unfortunately, physical quark masses
correspond to nearly indefinite matrices. Given that current
leading lattice volumes are 323 ⇥ 256, for > 108 degrees of
freedom in total, this represents an extremely computationally
demanding task.

III. GRAPHICS PROCESSING UNITS

In the context of general-purpose computing, a GPU is
effectively an independent parallel processor with its own
locally-attached memory, herein referred to as device memory.
The GPU relies on the host, however, to schedule blocks of
code (or kernels) for execution, as well as for I/O. Data is
exchanged between the GPU and the host via explicit memory
copies, which take place over the PCI-Express bus. The low-
level details of the data transfers, as well as management of
the execution environment, are handled by the GPU device
driver and the runtime system.

It follows that a GPU cluster embodies an inherently het-
erogeneous architecture. Each node consists of one or more
processors (the CPU) that is optimized for serial or moderately
parallel code and attached to a relatively large amount of
memory capable of tens of GB/s of sustained bandwidth. At
the same time, each node incorporates one or more processors
(the GPU) optimized for highly parallel code attached to a
relatively small amount of very fast memory, capable of 150
GB/s or more of sustained bandwidth. The challenge we face is
that these two powerful subsystems are connected by a narrow
communications channel, the PCI-E bus, which sustains at
most 6 GB/s and often less. As a consequence, it is critical
to avoid unnecessary transfers between the GPU and the host.
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BLOCK KRYLOV SPACE SOLVERS

BlockCG solver suggested by O’Leary in early 80’s
retooled BlockCG by Dubrulle 2001
In exact precision converges in N / rhs iterations

Application in QCD:
Nakamura et. (modified block BiCGStab)
Birk and Frommer (block methods,
including block methods for multi shift) 

Share the Krylov space

36 Y. Nakamura et al. / Computer Physics Communications 183 (2012) 34–37

Algorithm 2.2. Memory Saving Version(A, M, B,ϵ).

1 initial guess X ∈ CN×L

2 R = B − A X
3 P = R
4 choose R̃ ∈ CN×L

while maxi(|r(i)|/|b(i)|) ! ϵ

do

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

4.1 QR decomposition P = Q γ , P ← Q
4.2 U = M P
4.3 V = AU
4.4 solve(R̃ H V )α = R̃ H R for α
4.5 R ← R − V α
4.6 X ← X + Uα
4.7 S = M R
4.8 Z = A S
4.9 ζ = Tr(Z H

k Rk)/Tr(Z H
k Zk)

4.10 X ← X + ζ S
4.11 R ← R − ζ Z
4.12 solve(R̃ H V )β = −R̃ H Z for β
4.13 P ← R + (P − ζ V )β

5 return (X)

LEE is the forward hopping term and UEE is the backward one. We
perform SAP preconditioning in the single precision for effective
use of memory bandwidth and network bandwidth between nodes.

It is known that “sloppy” precision can be used in right precon-
ditioning, but not in left one [12]. Suppose calculation of S = MT
at line 4.6 in Algorithm 2.1 is performed with “sloppy” precision
in k-th iteration. Numerical errors for Sk , Zk , ζk and Xk+1 may be
expressed as

Sk → S ′
k = Sk + δSk, (11)

Zk → Z ′
k = A S ′

k, (12)

ζk → ζ ′
k = ζk + δζk, (13)

Xk+1 → X ′
k+1 = Xk + Ukαk + ζ ′

k S ′
k. (14)

These yield

R ′
k+1 = Rk − Vkαk − ζ ′

k Z ′
k

= Rk − AUkαk − ζ ′
k A S ′

k

= B − A Xk − A
(
Ukαk + ζ ′

k S ′
k

)

= B − A X ′
k+1, (15)

which satisfies the exact relation between approximate solutions
and residuals in (k+1)-th iteration. For the case that both U = M P
at line 4.2 and S = MT at line 4.6 are computed with “sloppy” pre-
cision one can also reproduce the above relation with the following
formulae:

Uk → U ′
k = Uk + δUk, (16)

Vk → V ′
k = AU ′

k, (17)

αk → α′
k = αk + δα, (18)

Tk → T ′
k = Rk − V ′

kα
′
k, (19)

Sk → S ′′
k = Sk + δS, (20)

Zk → Z ′′
k = A S ′′

k , (21)

ζk → ζ ′′
k = ζk + δζ, (22)

Xk+1 → X ′′
k+1 = Xk + U ′

kα
′
k + ζ ′′

k S ′′
k . (23)

Fig. 2. Representative case for residual norm as a function of number of iteration
with L = 1,2,3,4,6,12 on 323 × 64.

3. Numerical test

3.1. Choice of parameters

We test modified block BiCGSTAB employing a so-called “local
source”, B = [e1, . . . , eL], with L = 12 for color-spin components.
We use 2 sets of statistically independent 10 configurations gener-
ated at almost the physical point, (κud,κs) = (0.137785,0.136600)
on 323 × 64 [1] and (0.137785,0.136650) on 644, in 2 + 1 fla-
vor lattice QCD with the nonperturbatively O (a)-improved Wilson
quark action and the Iwasaki gauge action [13] at β = 1.9. We
choose the hopping parameter κ = 0.137785 for the Wilson–Dirac
equation and NSAP = 5 with 8 × 8 × 8 × 8 domain size for the SAP
preconditioning following Ref. [1]. Parameters for SSOR method are
also fixed with NSSOR = 1 and ω = 1.26. The stopping criterion is
set to be maxi(|r(i)|/|b(i)|) ! ϵ with ϵ = 10−14.

3.2. Test environment

Numerical test is performed on 16 nodes for smaller lattice
and on 128 nodes for larger lattice of a large-scale cluster sys-
tem called T2K-Tsukuba. The machine consists of 648 compute
nodes providing 95.4 Tflops of computing capability. Each node
consists of quad-socket, 2.3 GHz Quad-Core AMD Opteron Model
8356 processors whose on-chip cache sizes are 64 KBytes/core,
512 KBytes/core, 2 MB/chip for L1, L2, L3, respectively. Each proces-
sor has a direct connect memory interface to an 8 GBytes DDR2-
667 memory and three hypertransport links to connect other pro-
cessors. All the nodes in the system are connected through a
full-bisectional fat-tree network consisting of four interconnection
links of 8 GBytes/sec aggregate bandwidth with Infiniband. For
numerical test we modify the lattice QCD simulation program LD-
DHMC/ver1.04b12.31 developed by PACS-CS Collaboration [14].

3.3. Results

Fig. 2 shows a representative case for residual norm as a func-
tion of number of iterations for modified block BiCGSTAB. We ob-
serve one of important features of block Krylov subspace methods
that the number of iterations required for convergence decreases
as the block size L is increased.

The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In both tables,
the second column is total time to solve the Wilson–Dirac equation
for all 12 color-spin components at one local source. In case of
L = 6, for example, 12 right-hand side vectors are divided into two

Nakamura et al., CPC 183 (2012) 34–37  



BLOCK CG
share Krylov space between multiple rhs

procedure BLOCKCG
R(0) = B �AX(0)

P (0) = R(0)

for k = 1, 2, . . . until converged do

Z(k�1) = AP (k�1)

↵(k�1) =
⇥
(P (k�1))HZ(k�1)

⇤�1
(R(k�1))HR(k�1)

X(k) = X(k�1) + P (k�1)↵(k�1)

R(k) = R(k�1) � Z(k�1)↵(k�1)

�(k�1) =
⇥
(R(k�1))HR(k�1)

⇤�1
(R(k))HR(k)

P (k) = R(k) � P (k�1)�(k�1)

end for

end procedure
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BLOCK CGRQ
Prevent numerical instabilities through orthogonalization

16

A 2 CL⇥L; R,B,X,Q 2 CL⇥N ; C, S,� 2 CN⇥N

procedure BLOCKCGRQ(XL⇥N , BL⇥N )
R = B �AX
QC = R . QR decomposition
S = IN⇥N

P = 0
while not converged do

P = Q+ PS†

� =
�
P †AP

��1

X = X + P�C
QS = Q�AP� . QR decomposition
C = SC

end while

end procedure
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ORTHOGONALIZATION

simple approach: Gram-Schmidt or modified Gram-Schmidt 
becomes prohibitively expensive  

THINQR 
Gram-Matrix:     dot products of length n 
Cholesky Decomposition   of             matrix 
apply to vectors    axpy            (output, input) 

relies on BLAS operations and reductions. Cholesksky Decompostion on CPU.

THIN QR

B = RHR

SHS = B

m⇥m

m⇥m

m⇥mQ = RS�1
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REDUCTIONBLASDSLASH

INCREASED COST PER ITERATION

apply Dslash to m rhs 

naively scales linear 

constant time per rhs

Instead of dot product 
between to vectors we now 
need to evaluate m x m dot 
products 

Quadratic scaling with m 

used for orthogonalization 

linear scaling of cost per 
rhs 

caxpy couples m x m input 
vectors via m x m matrix a 

Quadratic scaling with m 

used for orthogonalization  

linear scaling of cost per 
rhs 
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COST PER ITERATION
for one rhs
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QCD is memory bandwidth bound
Dslash arithmetic intensity for HISQ  ~ 0.7-0.8

exploit SU(3) symmetry:
reconstruct gauge field from 8/12 floats
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QCD PERFORMANCE LIMITERS

QCD is memory bandwidth bound
Dslash arithmetic intensity for HISQ  ~ 0.7-0.8

exploit SU(3) symmetry:
reconstruct gauge field from 8/12 floats

Constant gauge field (A) for multiple rhs
Reuse gauge field for multiple rhs
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MULTI-SRC DSLASH
G
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# rhs

Volume 244, HISQ

0
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4,000
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double single half double roofline single roofline half roofline

For roofline model: Assume 100% cache reuse in x-direction, 50% in ydirection
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WHY DON’T WE SEE EXPECTED SCALING
1 rhs Dslash agrees with roofline

Device memory bandwidth is 
performance limiter
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Check extreme cases with 16 rhs
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CACHE BASED MULTI RHS DSLASH
Check extreme cases with 16 rhs

High number of memory 
operations

Unified Cache is limiting 
performance
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REGISTER OPTIMIZATION

Use y-dimension of CUDA blocks for rhs
One lattice site is scheduled on the same SM for all rhs
Each thread processes one rhs on one lattice site
Necessary for cache reuse of gauge field
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REGISTER OPTIMIZATION

Use y-dimension of CUDA blocks for rhs
One lattice site is scheduled on the same SM for all rhs
Each thread processes one rhs on one lattice site
Necessary for cache reuse of gauge field

Use y -dimension of CUDA blocks for rhs
One lattice site is schedule on the same SM for all rhs
Each thread processes multiple rhs on one lattice site (reuse gauge field from 
registers)
Reduces cache pressure 

Hybrid implementation

Ca
ch

e
Re

gi
st

er
 +

 
Ca

ch
e
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REGISTER REUSE DSLASH
Check extreme cases with 16 rhs
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REGISTER REUSE DSLASH
Check extreme cases with 16 rhs

Medium number of memory 
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REGISTER REUSE DSLASH
Check extreme cases with 16 rhs

Medium number of memory 
operations
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REGISTER REUSE DSLASH
Check extreme cases with 16 rhs

Medium number of memory 
operations Unified Cache is no longer 

limiting performance
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MULTI-SRC DSLASH ON PASCAL
G

Fl
O

P/
s

# rhs

Volume 244, HISQ, tuned gauge reconstruct

0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

double double reg single single reg half half reg double roofline
single roofline half roofline
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QUDA AUTOTUNER

How to decide how to divide between tex and register reuse?
E.g. for 16 rhs possible combinations are (1,16), (2,8), (4,4), (8,2), (16,1) 

runtime tuning of launch parameters and more
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QUDA AUTOTUNER

How to decide how to divide between tex and register reuse?
E.g. for 16 rhs possible combinations are (1,16), (2,8), (4,4), (8,2), (16,1) 

QUDA already uses an autotuner at runtime to determine optimal launch parameters 
For 1st call of each kernel and parameters like volume 
Cached on disk for reuse in subsequent calculations

Can also be used for auxiliary parameters 
here: number of rhs in registers

runtime tuning of launch parameters and more
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COST PER ITERATION
for one rhs
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EXPLOIT GPU ARCHITECTURE

CUDA supports two dimensional grid blocks: 
easy to exploit locality for texture cache / shared memory

to overcome quadratically scaling

yi =
X

aijxj + yi +=

GP100 Pascal Whitepaper GP100 GPU Hardware Architecture In-Depth 

 

NVIDIA Tesla P100 WP-08019-001_v01.1  |  13 

 

Figure 8. Pascal GP100 SM Unit 

Designed for High-Performance Double Precision 

Double precision arithmetic is at the heart of many HPC applications such as linear algebra, numerical 
simulation, and quantum chemistry. Therefore, one of the key design goals for GP100 was to significantly 
improve the delivered performance for these use cases.  

Each SM in GP100 features 32 double precision (FP64) CUDA Cores, which is one-half the number of FP32 
single precision CUDA Cores. A full GP100 GPU has 1920 FP64 CUDA Cores. This 2:1 ratio of single 
precision (SP) units to double precision (DP) units aligns better with GP100’s new datapath configuration, 
allowing the GPU to process DP workloads more efficiently. Like previous GPU architectures, GP100 
supports full IEEE 754‐2008 compliant single precision and double precision arithmetic, including support 
for the fused multiply‐add (FMA) operation and full speed support for denormalized values. 
 

� Note:  Kepler GK110 had a 3:1 ratio of SP units to DP units. 
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Double precision arithmetic is at the heart of many HPC applications such as linear algebra, numerical 
simulation, and quantum chemistry. Therefore, one of the key design goals for GP100 was to significantly 
improve the delivered performance for these use cases.  

Each SM in GP100 features 32 double precision (FP64) CUDA Cores, which is one-half the number of FP32 
single precision CUDA Cores. A full GP100 GPU has 1920 FP64 CUDA Cores. This 2:1 ratio of single 
precision (SP) units to double precision (DP) units aligns better with GP100’s new datapath configuration, 
allowing the GPU to process DP workloads more efficiently. Like previous GPU architectures, GP100 
supports full IEEE 754‐2008 compliant single precision and double precision arithmetic, including support 
for the fused multiply‐add (FMA) operation and full speed support for denormalized values. 
 

� Note:  Kepler GK110 had a 3:1 ratio of SP units to DP units. 
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allowing the GPU to process DP workloads more efficiently. Like previous GPU architectures, GP100 
supports full IEEE 754‐2008 compliant single precision and double precision arithmetic, including support 
for the fused multiply‐add (FMA) operation and full speed support for denormalized values. 
 

� Note:  Kepler GK110 had a 3:1 ratio of SP units to DP units. 
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ACTUAL PHYSICS PROJECT
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BLOCKCG RQ

Reuse gauge field for Dslash

Reuse vectors in BLAS and reductions

avoid quadratical scaling in linear algebra 
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TIME TO SOLUTION

about a factor 3 improvement in cost/
iteration 

additional (free) flops in BLAS/
reduction drive reduced iteration count
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TIME TO SOLUTION

about a factor 3 improvement in cost/
iteration 

additional (free) flops in BLAS/
reduction drive reduced iteration count

reduced iteration count depends on rhs, 
target residual and matrix condition 
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